More than 100 years of passion for trademarks and patents. A continuous stream of innovation in client service design and delivery. A constant quest for cutting-edge intellectual and organizational excellence. A recognition as a market leader, well beyond our frontiers. A diversified premier team in Belgium and France. And a great team to work with, contributing to the protection of tomorrow’s innovation. Currently, GEVERS is looking for an:

(SEMI-) QUALIFIED PATENT ENGINEER
LIÈGE/ DIEGEM OFFICE

WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
We’re preferably looking for a (semi-) qualified Patent Engineer with a degree in ICT, mechanics, electronics, telecommunication or related technical fields.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
You will advise innovating companies and be intensively involved in all aspects of protecting their innovation (intellectual property (IP) strategy, protection, active management, defense, valuation, etc.) – You will work in close cooperation with colleagues throughout the GEVERS Group to ensure the best possible services – You will protect the interests of the clients at the Belgian and European Patent Office, as well as at other foreign offices via local associates – After a certain time, you will become more and more responsible for the cases and clients in your technical field.

YOUR PROFILE
You have preferably a PhD in ICT, mechanics, electronics, telecommunication or related technical fields – You have a good fundamental understanding of your technical specialty and you’re able to translate your theoretical knowledge into practical projects – You preferably have a basic knowledge of international laws regarding intellectual property and of IP commercialization processes, as well as some experience as a patent engineer – You have an excellent command of French, you are fluent in English, and knowledge of German or Dutch is considered as a plus, written and oral – You are responsible and have an eye for precision – You are eager to learn and flexible – You are stress resistant and able to work with tight deadlines – You are motivated and with a positive attitude – You have a commercial attitude to develop business – You are able to integrate in a team and take part in the development of the business for the local office.

WHAT DO WE OFFER?
Interesting and varied work within a dynamic team that works closely together – You will be able to develop yourself in a fascinating and always innovating environment – Continuing professional education by our GEVERS Academy – Full-time contract for an indefinite period – Attractive remuneration package including non-statutory benefits such as meal vouchers, eco vouchers, group and hospital insurance – Flexible working hours following our internal employment regulations – Opportunities to grow within the GEVERS Group – Working in our office in Liège, and/or partly from Diegem.

INTERESTED?
Apply online on www.gevers.eu > jobs
Or send your motivation and your curriculum vitae at:
GEVERS - HR Department
Holidaystraat 5, 1831 Diegem